Abstract -We consider multiple antenna systems in which a large number of antennas occupy a given physical volume. In this regime the assumptions of the standard models of multiple antennas systems become questionable. We show that for such spatially dense multiple antenna systems one should expect the behavior of the capacity to be qualitatively different than what the standard multiple antenna models predict.
w h e r e { H j i : i = l ,..., t , j = l , ..., r}isacollectionof random variables independent of the transmitted signals, and Zj is the additive noise, independent of everything else, circularly symmetric and Gaussian.
In most physical scenarios, the gain Hji from the ith transmitter to the jth receiver is due to the agglomeration of many small contributions and thus it is reasonable to assume that the collection {Hji} is jointly Gaussian, and circularly symmetric. Furthermore, it is also common to assume that the {Hji} form an independent collection. While this last assumption can be justified in cases for which the transmitting antennas are separated from each other by some multiple (e.g., 1/4) of the wavelength and likewise for the receiving antennas, when we wish to talk about a large number of antennas packed into a fixed volume this assumption becomes questionable. Furthermore, if one fixes the variances of Hji and holds the total transmitted power constant, the total signal power received by the receiving antennas scales with r. If the receiving antennas are assumed to occupy a given volume, to assume that one can increase the total received power by placing more receiving antennas into this volume sounds very dubious.
The concerns raised above leads us to consider a multiple antenna system with r receiving and t transmitting antennas where lThis work was supported in part Nokia/diAx/SBC.
The scaling of the information carrying component Hz of the received signal by r-lf2 ensures that the total received power remains bounded even when we increase r . We will assume that the entries of the channel gain matrix H are jointly circularly symmetric and Gaussian, and have a correlation structure given by
(2)
One justification for the above form is the following: imagine that the signals sent from the transmitted antennas first travel to a 'cloud' of scatterers, and then from this cloud they travel to the receiving antennas. Assume that once in the cloud, the signals forget wherefrom they came. This translates to the assumption that Hji = AiBj where Ai is the gain from the transmitter i to the cloud, Bj the gain from the cloud to the receiver j and that the 'A' gains and 'B' gains are independent. However, it is likely that when antennas i and k are close to each other Ai and Ak will be correlated, and similarly for Bj and B1.
If we let these correlations be c& and Djl we obtain (2).
It now also becomes clear that we should assume that C and D are non-negative definite matrices. Note that the same correlation structure is assumed in [I] .
For the purposes of this abstract, assume (quite optimistically) that the receiver is aware of the realization of H , but that the transmitter only knows the statistics of H , namely, C and D.
11. RESULTS To calibrate our intuition, consider first the case where C = I t , D = I,, in other words, when the Hji are uncorrelated. Notice that this takes into account the power penalty at the receiver, but ignores the possible correlations between the path gains. fiom [2] we know that in this case the capacity is given by If we let PI,. . . , pn denote the eigenvalues of HHt, we can rewrite the above as On the other hand, for z 2 0, log(1 + z ) 2 z -z 2 / 2 . Since
xi p? = t r ( H H t H H t ) , we obtain
We thus see that for a fixed P, as r and t increases lim C = P.
r,t-+cc
Contrast this expression with the usual multiple antenna case where the capacity increases linearly with increasing number of antennas.
Let us now bring in the path gain correlations due to the proximity of the receiving antennas to each other. Consider a fixed volume of space into which we pack more and more receiving antennas. In this case, we can label the antennas such that ( j -l ) / r indicates the physical location of antenna j when r receiving antennas are present.
It now makes sense to assume that the correlation between the jth and lth receiving antennas is a function of their physical positions only, thus, Djl is a function of We will say that such a system is spatially dense at the receiver. For the time being let the transmitting antennas be 'sparse', i.e., suppose that C = It. It is now easy to see that the capacity of this system in the limit of large r and t approaches a finite limit.
If one assumes that the transmitting antennas are also spatially dense, then a more involved argument leads one to conclude that the effect of large r and t on the capacity is to scale the power by a factor t. In other words, if C(r, t, P ) denotes the capacity for a given number of receiving and transmitting antennas and available power P, C(r, t , P ) behaves like F ( t P ) for large r and t for a suitable function F. This seems to be due to the feasibility in ~ 109 the model of beam-forming at the transmitter when there is a large amount of correlation between the gains from transmitting antennas to the scattering medium. One wonders how physically feasible beam-forming is; perhaps an additional constraint on the covariance matrix of the transmitted signals 2 is necessary to more accurately reflect the physical constraints.
111. CONCLUSION Spatially dense multiple antenna systems exhibit qualitatively different behavior from their sparse counterparts in the limit of large number of antennas. This paper attempts to point out the gross differences between such systems by focusing on the case of complete channel side information at the receiver. As of this writing, we have partial results that relate to the case of no channel side information, we will report on our progress shortly.
